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A mysterious killer who calls himself The Artist is assassinating wealthy lawyers in San Francisco.
When war veteran Jake Wolfe accidentally takes his picture during a murder, The Artist adds Jake
to his kill list and he becomes a target in a deadly game of cat and mouse that only one of them can
survive. How far would you go to protect your loved ones from a killer? Jake wants to leave his
secret, violent past life behind him. But the reluctant, flawed hero can&apos;t ignore his duty and his
personal moral compass.This gripping thriller is full of suspense, plot twists and surprises. It
features a cast of interesting characters, including several strong-willed women, two wise-cracking
San Francisco Police Homicide Inspectors, one highly intelligent dog, and a philosophical killer who
shares Jake&apos;s admiration for Van Gogh paintings but still plans to kill him anyway. As Jake
gets closer to unraveling a merciless conspiracy, his life gets turned upside down and the danger
level increases, adding to the growing suspense. This entertaining page-turner starts out as a
murder mystery and then shifts gears into a high-speed action thriller that takes you on a
roller-coaster ride to the riveting ending. A good read for those who enjoy mysteries, suspense,
action and adventure, vigilante justice, unique characters, witty dialogue and a little romance too.
Now on sale in over a dozen countries around the world. Be the first among your friends to read
it.This book and its author were among the most popular in Kindle Unlimited in August, and named
as Kindle Unlimited All-Stars.Â Fans of new Kindle Unlimited novels will be happy to know this book
is one of the best financial thrillers in kindle unlimited books.
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This book is at least twice as long as most books I read. I wish I could give it twice as many stars.
WOW! Someone make this into a movie. The author asked if I would like to read his book. I am so
glad he did. A fantastic action adventure. I look forward to the further adventures of Jake and Cody.
This story made me laugh, cry, my heart pound and if I were a nail biter I would have been chewing
on them. Do yourself a favor and read this exciting book. I have already told my husband that he will
thoroughly enjoy it also.

Just when you think there will never be more captivating, loveable and witty characters in a high
octane crime story, along comes photojournalist, Jake Wolfe, who witnesses the killing of an
arrogant attorney, and the savvy Lieutenant Inspector Terrell Sanders, who works with the San
Francisco Police Department and is called in to handle the case, along with his no nonsense
partner, Sergeant Beth Cushman. The fact that Jake and Terrell are best friends, and his partner,
Beth, make for a superb read from start to finish, matching wits with meticulous, cold blooded
assassin known as The Artist. The story has multi-ethnic characters that are humorous, kind, strong,
engaging, patronizing, cunning and wicked. Then you have Sergeants Cori Denton, a certified kook,
and her partner Ray Kirby who will protect her zealous disposition at any cost because cops
donâ€™t snitch on cops. There is non-stop pandemonium, international intrigue, twists and turns,
secrets and lies and many plotlines that eventually come together with an ending that that will shake
you to the core and leave you asking, â€œWhen it comes to present technology, how much privacy
do we really have?â€• If you are a fan of the Alex Cross character, then you will be an admirer of
Terrell Sanders, and you will also enjoy the strong female characters that make this story a great
read.

I wish I could have given this book 10 stars--it is that good. It is an amazing book that I will not soon
forget. You can't help but fall in love with Jake and Cody. What an incredible pair they are. Jake has
a unique way of bringing humor and light-heartedness to serious situations. I found myself bursting
into laughter at some of the â€œplay-on-wordsâ€• Jake expresses. The book took so many twists
and turns it had me on the edge of my seat practically the whole time I was reading. The detail in

the book is exquisite. It is a hard book to put down. It definitely kept me wondering what came next
and what was going to happen to Jake and Cody. The book definitely leaves one wanting more.If
you like playing detective, you will love this book.He skillfully introduced all the characters
throughout the book and what a cast it is. My emotions were all over the place as I read. I'm so
looking forward to the next book.

This is the best action mystery book I have read. Mark Nolan is a hidden treasure. I am an avid
reader and read at least 50 books a year. I hope he continues to write books like this with Jake,
Cody, Terrell, et al. He has the potential of being in good company with Flynn, Thor, Gresham,
Hiaasen and others. He is a talented writer and his novel is both serious and good natured banter. I
look forward to more of his books. Infrequently I discover an arthur whose is pretty much unknown
but writes great books. This is one. Do your self a big favor and read "Dead Lawyers Don't Lie"

The title didn't lie - this is a gripping thriller. Author Nolan's book encompasses everything a reader
of crime stories could want - a Russian assassin, a hero and his service dog, both with incredible
military training, the San Francisco PD with a roster of intriguing characters, the FBI, the Secret
Service, even the President of the US. Beside many sidebar stories that kept me reading, the hero
and the assassin wage war in unlikely places like the ductwork of a hospital and from pleasure
boats in San Francisco Bay to the bay itself. The very first car chase had me holding my breath; the
climax, with one surprise after another, had me gasping. Often I am turned off by the language in
crime thrillers but Nolan achieves this without profanity. He also achieves passionate, but tasteful
love scenes. Nolan left me wanting more. I,as I assume many readers, hope there will be a series of
exciting novels about Jake Wolfe and his dog Cody.

One of the best books I've ever read!!!! This book has it all, greed, lies, subterfuge, romance, hate,
loyalty, honor, and dogs!!!This book starts fast and keeps you moving. It's like a never ending roller
coaster ride. The action is realistic, heart pounding, adrenaline rush, rollicking good time.The
characters are well written and very complex. The author gives you all the pertinent details you
need, but somehow manages to give you glimpses into what really make them tick. He loves to
keep you guessing on what makes each character tick, and gives you plenty of surprises! The
relationship between the characters is outstanding. You really feel the mutual love and respect
between them.The plot is a non-stop action packed ride. It's starts from page one and doesn't let
you go. He twists you and turns you. He makes your jaw drop open in shock and surprise. He

makes you grit your teeth with Jake. He makes you want to growl with Cody. He makes you want to
deck a few of the same characters yourself. He makes you want to say; "I want be like Jake".I have
no complaints other than I wish the book was longer. I wish I didn't read so fast. I wish book 2 was
available. Mr. Nolan, please keep writing! I am a huge fan!!!!
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